Smart Care® Daily Spot Cleaning Instructions

Prior to all Spot Cleaning

1. Remove excess solid or liquid.
2. If wet - blot with white towels until no more soil or moisture transfers. 
   **Note:** If a large amount of liquid (more than 20 oz) has been spilled, a portable extractor should be used to increase speed of removal. Only water should be sprayed from extractor. Make several dry (vacuum only) passes with extractor wand to minimize drying time. If dry - vacuum thoroughly to remove as much as possible.
3. Follow instructions as shown below.

Ordinary Soil (i.e. Dirt, Clay)

1. Choose CRYSTAL SPOTTER® (CS-4.1) Carpet Spotting Agent.
2. Spray lightly directly on spot and at least 6” out from perimeter of spot.
3. Agitate with CARPET ROAMER® Spot Cleaning Tool.
4. Vacuum when dry or at next scheduled time.

Red Food & Drink Stains/ Coffee Stains

1. Choose CRYSTAL RED STAIN® PLUS (CRS-5).
2. Liberally apply undiluted chemistry to spot.
3. Blot with white towel until no color transfer is evident.
4. Reapply chemistry, as needed, until color no longer transfers.
5. Final step is to apply CRYSTAL SPOTTER® as explained in “Ordinary Soil” instructions.
6. This final step, which may need to be repeated 1-2 days later, will encapsulate any remaining sticky components of the spot.

Always wear gloves when spot cleaning as best practice in the event a body fluid or other potentially infectious contaminant is encountered.
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Body Fluids (i.e. Urine, Vomit, Feces) - Not for Disinfecting

For a single spot:
1. Choose CRYSTAL® ODOR & PROTEIN (COP-6.1).
2. Locate spot with a 6-watt black light (urine & body fluids will glow.)
3. Liberally apply undiluted COP-6.1 directly on spot.
4. Do not allow container tip to contact the spot to avoid cross-contamination.
5. Blot with white towels until transfer is complete.
6. Check with blacklight to confirm complete treatment of the spot.
7. Final step is to apply CRYSTAL SPOTTER® as explained in “Ordinary Soil” instructions.
8. This final step, which may need to be repeated 1-2 days later, will encapsulate any remaining sticky components of the spot.

Note: A portable spot extractor may be used if drying time is not important. Keep in mind that odors may become stronger if wet with water. Never use chemistry in spray tank of extractor; use water only to rinse. A small amount COP-6 may be used in recovery tank, however, to help with odors. Make several dry (vacuum only) passes with extractor wand to minimize drying time.

For an entire area or room:
1. Choose CRYSTAL® ODOR & PROTEIN (COP-6.1).
2. Dilute COP-6.1 with CRYSTAL DRY® solution in a spray applicator. Add one bottle (12oz) to each gallon of CRYSTAL DRY® solution.
3. Apply lightly to carpet and agitate with Smart Care® machine.
4. Vacuum when dry or at next scheduled time.
5. A hot water extractor may be used if drying time is not important.

Keep in mind that odors may become stronger if wet with water. Never use chemistry in spray tank of extractor; use water only to rinse. A small amount of COP-6.1 may be used in recovery tank, however, to help with odors. Make several dry (vacuum only) passes with extractor wand to minimize drying time.

For stubborn stains, COP-6.1 may be applied to stain then covered with plastic to prevent drying. This increases contact time for enzymatic action. Take care to properly mark the area to prevent a tripping hazard.
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